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the top of our lists. But stories wield tremendous power, shaping our perceptions of others for better or worse. In a
fascinating TED Talk
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She
how to create a single story: show a people as one thing
they become

as only one thing over and over again, and that is what

Parshat Bereshit, the beginning of the human story, demonstrates how important stories are in shaping the way
people are perceived. In the well-known story of the creation of woman, in Genesis 2, we learn that Adam was
created first and that Eve was fashioned out of his rib. From this narrative, many rabbinic commentators have shaped
an identity for womankind that is rooted in her subservience to the primary man. Radak, the 13th-century
ing been created first, and the woman is
subsidiary, having been fashioned from his substance, he therefore possesses greater abilities than the female in all
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Here, Radak spotlights a single story with potentially dangerous
implications. It is not difficult to anticipate the type of power imbalances, couched in gender norms, that would result
from such an account and indeed they have.
But in focusing on this single story and its implications, these sages have elided a second story which actually comes
earlier in the text. Genesis 1 contains the lesser-known account in which male and female were created
c
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The midrash interprets this to mean that the initial human being, Adam, was actually androgynous:
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Unlike the more well-known
narrative, this story suggests a profound mutuality
between the sexes. Had our society given this version equal weight, worldwide treatment of women throughout
history might have looked quite different.
As we engage in global justice work it is important to recognize that, both as consumers and as creators of stories
about the developing world, we have a great responsibility. We must reject the single story which, by flattening a
all familiar, for example, with the single story of Africa: a land
of breathtaking sunsets, exotic wildlife, horrible famine and abject poverty. We know the stereotypes: corrupt
leadership, warring tribes, debilitating disease. We have seen the images: exhausted women with bare breasts and
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, TED Talks, July 2009.
http://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story.html. All other Adichie quotes are from this lecture.
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Radak on Bereshit 2:18.
Bereshit 1:27.
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Bereshit Rabbah 8:1.
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distended-bellied children with flies on their lashes. How do we make sure we are not buying into
perpetuating this single story of Africa?

and

One thing we can do is challenge ourselves to glean a multitude of stories from a multitude of voices instead of
relying on media images and stereotypes. We can read local, alternative sources of news and information, like the
websites of African grassroots organizations or the Twitter feeds of African activists, which paint a picture of current
events from an African perspective. We can read contemporary literature by writers like Adichie, who provide
counter-voices to the canonical stories that non-African writers have told, over the years, about Africa. And those of
us who travel to Africa can also be cognizant of the kind of stories we tell our family and friends upon our return. We
5
can be careful to relate what Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe calls
In her TED lecture, Adichie asks what would happen if,
up in Nigeria; about the innovative heart procedures being performed in Nigerian hospitals; and about the talented
the result of the single story is to dispossess and to malign, the result of all these stories, told together, would be to
empower and to humanize.

Parshat Bereshit, like all good literature, is characterized by multiplicity and complexity. It reminds us that to be a
good storyteller is to resist stock characters and to eschew hackneyed themes. It also reminds us that, by acting as
responsible storytellers in a global context, we may just succeed in creating a more just and equitable world.
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Chinua Achebe, Home and Exile (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2000).
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